IT Consolidated High Level Implementation Timeline

2010
- Sept: Help Desk Confirm Imp & Plan
- Dec: Help Desk Co-locate

2011
- Jan: Help Desk Confirm Imp & Plan
- Mar: Help Desk Add APEX
- May: Help Desk Add Student
- Jul: Help Desk Phase 1 Complete
- Sep: Help Desk Complete Phase 2
- Dec: Help Desk Phase 2 Complete

2012
- Jan: Help Desk Confirm Imp Team & Plan
- Mar: Help Desk Confirm Imp Team & Plan
- May: Help Desk Confirm Imp Team & Plan
- Jul: Help Desk Confirm Imp Team & Plan
- Sep: Help Desk Remote Sites
- Dec: Help Desk

2013
- Sept: Help Desk
- Dec: Help Desk

Network
- Confirm Imp Team & Plan

Email
- Confirm Imp Team & Plan

Procurement
- Confirm Imp Team & Plan

Help Desk
- Confirm Imp Team & Plan

Mission Center
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Remote Sites
- Recruit/realign positions
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Network
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Mission Bay
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Laurel Heights
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Mission Center
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

SF Genera
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines

Parnassus
- Develop standards strategy and process
- Publish bundles and guidelines